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when i went to check the rows value before it was messed up. i found that the image was not even going to the right. i was wrong to say that it was another way to set the columns because it was the other way to set the rows too. while i was testing it, i saw that the values i was given were larger than 1024 and in some cases it was

larger than that. it was larger than what it said in the manual and i was reading it directly from the manual and thats what it said it should be. i wasnt sure if there was a bug or if its just the way the supermicro bios files are but i thought i would let you guys know. hopefully im not out some $$$ because of this. i dont want to do a
roflmao. but if i can get this fixed it would save me loads of time troubleshooting. i opened the bios of a board that has the same rtc chip(8k16) and exactly the same bios version (090110.25) but no amibcp for dos shows the chipset in there. it is only this mainboard with the rtc problem. for epyc boards which have a rtc chip, amibcp

for dos ignores that. it is not shown in amibcp for dos. for epyc boards without a rtc chip amibcp for dos shows the chips as pnp, for example: “0x04 0x41 0x0001 0x0001” means 0x4181 or intel 8181. amibcp for dos knows nothing about epyc chips, these are not shown. no, there is no english in the bios. it is just that no language
shows in this case. the italian language is, however always shown as the main language, even if the bios is in english, if there is no main language. you could try amibd-007. i had no problems with that, this seems to work with existing 10.04 bmd files of all epyc boards (which have an rtc chip). i had not yet investigated, how it works

with the original ami files, but this should be the easiest way to play around with epyc bioses.
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